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PART I 
Introduction 


1.1 Background 


Saxbys Coffee LLC (“Saxbys”) operates a small chain of coffee shops (“cafés”) based in 


Philadelphia and is expanding its café footprint across the Mid-Atlantic.  The company is also currently 


revamping its entire menu and is looking to start sourcing and roasting its own coffee rather than 


purchasing wholesale from a national roaster/distributor.  The management team believes this change 


presents an opportunity for the company to concurrently develop a comprehensive sustainability 


program, and it has requested a business case for such an initiative.  The management team wants to 


understand the entire value-chain of its cafés including farming and sourcing the beans, roasting, 


distributing, serving coffee, and disposing of waste.  Management believes the company loses 


economic and brand value through environmental waste and wants to understand the short and long-


term financial impacts of adopting more sustainable practices.      


Furthermore, Saxbys runs a unique type of café, an “Experiential Learning Program” (ELP), 


which is run 100 percent by college students on the campuses of their respective colleges and 


universities.  The company currently operates eight ELP cafés and plans to open an additional ten by 


the end of 2019.  The management team has initiated the creation of a sustainability-focused ELP 


project, “Saxbys Circular”, which will allow a student ‘Chief Sustainability Officer’ to identify and 


develop sustainability initiatives which can be tested at their universities’ cafés before implementation 


at the corporate level.  Saxbys believes this is a promising idea but needs support in bringing the vision 


to a more fully developed concept that it can effectively pitch to universities.    







1.2 Purpose 


Saxbys recognizes the growing importance of sustainability in the coffee industry and knows the 


incorporation of sustainability initiatives into its operations may improve brand perception and help 


drive success. End consumers place more value on products produced in a sustainable manner now 


more than ever - with over 50 percent prioritizing green products on some level.i Saxbys wants to 


identify and prioritize sustainability opportunities throughout its coffee supply chain – from origin to 


retail – to appease these changing consumer preferences and solidify its brand. The International 


Coffee Organization defines sustainability as "a dynamic continuum and can best be perceived as an 


ongoing process rather than a static achievement."ii Saxbys seeks to not only develop sustainability 


capabilities now but also create a framework that allows the company to continually evolve and 


progress along this dynamic continuum.  


The world consumes more than 2.25 billion cups of coffee annually and demand continues to 


increase.iii Coffee bean production often occurs in biodiversity hotspots (e.g., Colombia, Brazil, 


Indonesia, Vietnam, etc.) and increasing demand puts additional pressure on these fragile ecosystems. 


Small changes in operations can add up to affect real change. If Saxbys can successfully integrate 


sustainable business practices into each component of its value chain, the company could not only 


facilitate conservation in these at-risk zones, but also improve its brand image and observe operational 


efficiencies. Ultimately, this study recommends whether Saxbys should move to implement a 


sustainability program. Viable sustainability initiatives that demonstrate positive financial impact will 


be identified, prioritized, and recommended for consideration. This report-out will help inform the 


company’s expansion plans going forward. 



http://www.ico.org/sustaindev_e.asp

http://www.ico.org/sustaindev_e.asp





1.3 Client 


 David Amos has served as the primary Saxbys project representative.  David has over two 


decades of experience in coffee roasting, most recently serving as the Chief Operating Officer of Elixr 


Coffee, an upmarket, boutique roasting outfit based in Philadelphia.  David joined Saxbys in 2018 to 


overhaul the company’s entire coffee program, starting with building out its own roasting facility and 


establishing its own line of suppliers (the company currently purchases coffee from a third party in 


Seattle).  Further, David has relationships with coffee farms all over Latin America, some of which 


excel in sustainable farming practices, and he set up a trip for the project to La Palma y El Tucan 


coffee farm in Columbia, so that the team could observe the farmer’s practices, understand cost inputs, 


and negotiate a working relationship.  Findings from this trip are in the Appendix, X.   


PART II 
Market and Competitive Landscape 


2.1 Sustainable Coffee Market Overview 


Across the sector, investment in sustainable business measures continues to increase. Shifting 


shareholder and consumer preferences will likely accelerate this trend. Consumer concern about the 


origin and sustainable production of  goods continues to increase. Recent surveys conducted by 


Nielsen indicate approximately 81 percent of  global consumers claim the implementation of  


programs that produce some positive environmental impact are of  extreme importance or very 


important.iv In fact, consumers surveyed in emerging markets, which comprise the majority of  the 


global coffee supply, amplify this sentiment. Of  particular note, India (97 percent) and Colombia (96 


percent) demonstrate the most support for sustainable business practices. 


 


 



https://www.nielsen.com/content/corporate/us/en/insights/reports/2018/the-education-of-the-sustainable-mindset.html





Figure 1: Generational Support for Sustainable Business 


 


Source: 2018 Nielsen Survey Responses 


In addition to changing consumer preferences, corporations and regulatory agencies have 


accelerated their response to intensifying production/consumption externalities. These forces 


reinforce the need for businesses to adapt their operations and product offerings to appease a rapidly 


changing consumer climate. Research reveals three trends germane to Saxbys sustainability initiatives. 


Sustainable Investment: The coffee industry is experiencing substantial investment in 


sustainability.  A report compiled by The Global Coffee Platform and the Specialty Coffee Association 


found that companies spent upwards of  $350 million annually on sustainability programsv. Investment 


will have to increase as climate change threatens the very environments where most coffee grows.  


According to a study produced by the journal Climactic Change, half  of  the land used to grow coffee 


will become unsuitable for coffee production by 2050.vi  Moreover, the study found these changes 


could have a more drastic effect in Latin America, estimating 88 percent of  coffee farms could be 


under threat from climate change.   
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Millennial Preferences: Millennials vocally express support for sustainably produced coffee, 


and one study from the University of  Bonn in Germany demonstrated that consumers are willing to 


pay up to 30 percent more for Fair Trade products, including coffee.vii  A Nielsen report also found 


that millennials are willing to pay more “for products with ingredients that are sustainable, 


environmentally friendly, organic or natural, or socially responsible products.”viii  Furthermore, a study 


conducted by global marketing firm Mintel found that 35 percent of  consumers aged between 16 and 


24 said that “ethically sourced beans are important consideration in how they decide to purchase”.ix  


Research does not reveal, however, specifically if  millennials are paying more for sustainably-produced 


coffee at cafés. It also does not reveal the true psychology concerning premium coffee purchases: do 


millennials pay for sustainability, or do they pay for perceived higher quality coffee and the sustainable 


experience? 


Sustainability and Visibility: Visibility is one of  the most important aspects of  sustainability 


to image conscious millennials. A study by S&D Coffee and Tea found that for millennials, “coffee is 


not just a drink, but an experience”.x  A paper published by the Boston Consulting Group argues that 


the new status currency in millennial and social media culture is “doing good” while making purchase 


decisions.xi  The authors also contend that millennials expect reciprocity while making purchases: if  a 


company treats them well as customers, they will reciprocate with positive social media exposure.  It 


is important, therefore, to the company and the consumer that its sustainability practices have 


maximum exposure.     


2.2 Competition’s Sustainability Strategies 


 As noted previously, 350 million dollars a year is being spent by coffee companies on 


sustainability initiatives.  A Time Magazine article titled “Your Morning Cup of Coffee is in Danger” 


quotes Dr. M Sanjayan, CEO of Conservation International, as saying, “Everybody talks about 







climate, but the only sector that’s actually doing something at scale is the coffee industry .”xii  


Many of Saxbys competitors are large, national companies which have invested heavily in 


sustainability and will have a head start in developing effective programs:  


Starbucks: Starbucks has a comprehensive sustainability strategy divided into ‘Source’ 


and ‘Retail’ business segments.xiii  The company aims to reduce wasteful consumption 


across all retail stores, with aspirations of converting all stores to LEED certified building 


standards and by substantially improving recycling methods and making all in -store 


operations more efficient. Starbucks has emerged as an industry-leader in sustainability 


measures and markets its success through store promotions and national campaigns.  


La Colombe: La Colombe focuses on ethical trade by sourcing and aiding partner farms 


with best practices across the entire supply-chain.xiv  The company strives to elevate the 


well-being of all those impacted by the coffee’s journey from seed to cup, with a particular 


emphasis on the people impacted.  Finally, water continues to receive more priority from 


the corporate level, and the company emphasizes its commitment to water by raising 


awareness about water initiatives. 


Keurig Green Mountain: Keurig has set ambitious 2020 targets that covers the entire 


sustainability spectrum but focuses on bringing waste and water consumption to net zero .xv  


The company has also challenged itself to improve the lives of 1 million people in coffee 


communities across the world.  R&D and innovation around packaging and manufacturing 


processes have earned the company global recognition; and it will continue to invest 


sizable resources in these functions.  


Counter Culture: Counter Culture’s sustainability strategy splits the supply -chain into 


‘Origin’ and ‘Internal’; and the company has adopted numerous programs in each area that 







focuses predominantly on sustainability measurement.xvi  Despite being a private company, 


Counter Culture produces a robust ‘transparency report’ on an annual basis to disclose its 


sustainable business progress to stakeholders.  Counter Culture emphasizes the human 


partnerships it forms in its business strategy.   


PART III 
Findings/Recommendations 


3.1 Saxbys Circular Concept 


Saxbys is currently growing or initiating several programs which the company believes will 


become pillars of its value proposition: college partnerships (ELP program), superior training in 


hospitality, creative design and marketing, and expertise in product creation.  Saxbys now needs to 


address sustainability.  The company should not view sustainability as an additional pillar, but rather 


as a layer in its foundation.  Saxbys cannot afford to create a sustainability program aimed at 


appeasing eco-conscience millennial consumers; there is no value in catching up to the competition.  


The company must derive value from changing how consumers interact with its sustainability 


program, just like it aspires to do with its other value propositions.   


Saxbys ELP is a unique concept and the most defensible competitive advantage of the 


company.  The company should leverage the ELP program, its resources, real estate, and customer 


reach, to kick off its sustainability program.  Saxbys should develop a sustainability-focused ELP café 


which employs a Café Sustainability Officer (CSO) in addition to a Café Executive Officer – a Saxbys 


Circular.  A Saxbys Circular program will allow all the company’s strengths to coalesce into one 


consumer experience.  Also, a Saxbys Circular will serve as a laboratory in which the CSO will be able 


to experiment with and further company-level sustainability initiatives.  Saxbys can simultaneously 


improve its ELP offering, its store experience, and its environmental impact.      







Management can use Saxbys Circular as an additional value-add to the ELP program - but it 


must act quickly.  Current ELP administrators have already reached out to Saxbys asking to use the 


ELP program as a learning tool.  Several universities, including Texas A&M, Vanderbilt, and UC Davis 


have recently “launched coffee programs with curricula that encompass coffee physiology, chemistry, 


sustainability and culture.”xvii Saxbys remains the industry leader in experiential learning, but it must 


improve and adapt.  Moreover, a Saxbys Circular program will benefit from scale.  Student CEOs and 


CSOs can collaborate and learn from each other and from their counterparts at different universities.    


Mitigating environmental impacts in the coffee value-chain comes at a cost. The industry 


transition to a “greener cup” is not only under way but has become a consumer expectation.  Every 


key Saxbys competitor has a fully developed sustainability program – although some focus more on 


resource protection than on the store waste.  It is unclear whether major coffee brands benefit from 


their sustainability programs, at least in the sense a company would from a distinct competitive 


advantage – through the willingness of consumers to pay premium prices.   


Saxbys has a chance to leapfrog the competition through an innovative store concept.  A Saxbys 


Circular store (or set of) would create a sustainability program that not only faces the consumer but 


integrates the consumer into the circular economic process.  Saxbys Circular customers should feel as 


though they are traveling through the value-chain.  Certain aspects of creating this feeling are simple 


while others are more logistically complex.  The store designs and offerings should arouse the physical 


sense, and the store operations should instill a sense of purpose: 


• Store designs should evoke an ‘origin’ experience: 


❖ Prominent, hi-definition displays of small coffee farms  


❖ Native plants, beans, music, and origin food offerings   


• Store operations should prove interactive: 







❖ ‘Above and Beyond’ reusable container program (e.g. ‘Don’t Waste Durham’) 


❖ Multiple bin options for trash, recycling, and compost 


University partnerships should allow the ideation and implementation of circular concepts to 


flourish.  CSOs can exercise some autonomy in marketing and operations at the store level, and Saxbys 


management should encourage collaboration among all school departments to solve problems, such 


as engineering a more efficient coffee machine.  Saxbys can use the concept as part of a long-term 


strategy to continuously improve its store experience and company operations 


3.2 Financial Model 


 
The Saxbys Circular Financial Model attempts to assess the financial viability of an on-campus 


Saxbys Circular store.  It analyses the four-wall profit of a hypothetical store, using actual data from a 


current ELP location as its base case. It also assumes that a Saxbys Circular, through a stronger 


partnership with a university (and presumably better real estate and brand recognition) would be able 


to increase total sales volume by 15 percent and at a 5 percent price premium.  The model then applies 


various revenue and cost increases/decreases, which a Saxbys Circular would incur if it was to 


implement one, or all, of the five recommended projects: Origin, Roastery, Distribution, In-Store 


Experience, and Post-Consumer.  Most of the sensitivity metrics are based on Saxbys estimates – 


roasting premium coffee purchased from a sustainably-operated farm could cost 20 percent more than 


buying directly from a third-party roaster, for example.  Other important inputs include an assumption 


of a $500K store build-out and an internal rate of return (IRR) hurdle rate of 20 percent. 


The most important takeaways from the sensitivity analysis are: 1) Saxbys must increase 


revenue as a result of its sustainability projects; 2) Saxbys must realize cost synergies between the 


projects in order to implement more than one; and 3) the store-level income statements (P&L) prove 


very sensitive to cost of goods sold (COGS).  The most financially beneficial project a Saxbys Circular 







could implement is the In-Store Experience, followed by Origin, and Post-Consumer.  These projects 


ultimately involve the consumer to a greater degree than the Roastery and Distribution projects, and 


therefore, have a greater chance of increasing revenue.  If all five projects were implemented at once, 


Saxbys will never come close to breaking even at the store-level and would observe a cumulative 


operating loss of over $900K over five years. Lastly, for each increase of 1 percent of COGS, earnings 


before interest tax, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) decreases approximately $3,050.     


Figure 2: Saxbys ELP café sensitivity to percentage increase in baseline COGS of 39% 


 


Figure 3: Individual and collective project implementation impact on store-level bottom line 
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 The financial analysis also includes a comprehensive corporate growth model to demonstrate 


effects of pursuing a Circular strategy (Appendix).  The model layers in the store-level Saxbys Circular 


assumptions, including build-out costs, into its current growth plan.  Saxbys management can use the 


model to change cost assumptions which Saxbys Circular may augment over time, such as COGS and 


operating expenses.  It also will allow the company to change revenue and even its weighted average 


cost of capital which may result from a “halo effect” from running the Saxbys Circular program.  The 


company, for example, has already recevied funding grants from a socially-focused family office group 


and is in discussions to receive low cost loans.   


The team used financial databases (e.g. Bloomberg), academic databases (e.g. IBIS), internal 


client data, and quantitative modelling software (e.g. Microsoft Excel) to construct the implementation 


model. The team conducted informational calls with current source coffee suppliers and the Saxbys 


management in order to develop the query and gather objective information. 


In order to conduct the analysis effectively, the team analyzed the following data: 


▪ Annual and quarterly income statements  


▪ Transactional data at identified retail store locations 


▪ Inventory composition at identified retail store locations, segmented by coffee products 


▪ Detailed COGS report  


▪ Contracts with current coffee supplier, and any derivate contracts  


▪ Store growth projections and build-out costs 


▪ Saxbys cost of capital  


▪ Marketing reports including customer profiles 


▪ Average number of customers per store 


▪ Saxbys 5-year financial projections 







3.3 Conclusion 


Saxbys should not try to reinvent the wheel. Numerous detailed sustainability reports exist 


from associations like the SCA (Appendix) from which Saxbys can learn sustainability best practices. 


The company, however, can use the Saxbys Circular Framework to introduce a novel type of  


sustainability program.  Saxbys can incorporate its primary customers at universities – students – into 


its sustainability program, empowering team members and consumers alike. 


Many of  the recommendations in this report are aspirational. Like many corporate 


sustainability programs, Saxbys Circular aims for continuous improvement. The ELP will serve as 


an effective platform on which the company can build Saxbys Circular and thus focus its efforts on 


effective implementation and marketing of  its student projects. Many of  its competitors fail to 


effectively promote their sustainability efforts at the store-level, something which Saxbys Circular will 


do from its inception (starting with the name). If  Saxbys can capitalize on this opportunity, they can 


build a distinct competitive advantage that will prove difficult to imitate.     
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Executive Summary 


Three major areas of concern exist in the coffee business: 1) climate change affecting farming yields; 2) an aging 
famer base possessing no clear succession plan; and 3) wasteful consumption in the globally growing American-
style café culture.  The Colombian coffee enterprise, La Palma y El Tucan (‘P&T’), addresses the former two 
problems with some of the most comprehensive and rigorous sustainability practices in the entire coffee 
industry.  The company aggregates beans into batches from small community farmers before putting them 
through a complex series of sorting, fermenting, and drying methods using a circular economic process.  The 
farm should not only serve as a model company from which Saxbys Coffee ought to purchase its premium 
beans, but should also become an important strategic partner. The key to maintaining a financially viable 
relationship with ‘P&T’ will be for Saxbys to effectively market P&T coffee so that it commands a higher price 
point than typically sourced alternatives.   


 


Saxbys Coffee Background 


The trip to P&T was sponsored by Saxbys Coffee so that it could further develop a relationship with the P&T 
owners. Saxbys is currently revamping its entire menu and is looking to start sourcing and roasting its own 
coffee rather than purchasing wholesale from a national roaster/distributor.  The management team believes 
this change presents an opportunity to concurrently develop a comprehensive sustainability program, and it has 
requested a business case for such an initiative. Saxbys management wants to understand the entire value-chain 
of its cafes including: farming and sourcing the beans, roasting, distributing, and serving coffee.  It believes the 
company loses economic and brand value through environmental waste and wants to understand the short and 
long-term financial impacts of adopting more sustainable practices.  


 


La Palma & El Tucan Coffee Plantation 


La Palma & El Tucan is an eighteen-hectare coffee farming enterprise located in a valley at approximately 6,000 
feet elevation in the Cordillera Range, forty miles west of downtown Bogota, Colombia.  Divided into 14 
terroirs, each with unique soil, topography, and climate characteristics, the operation produces 4 exotic varietals 
for market distribution: Gesha, Sidra, Typica, and Java. The company experiments with different fermentation 
processes to empower the attributes of the varietals, using state-of-the-art infrastructure and techniques to drive 
quality. The plantation is something of a novelty in the region: a well-funded operation focused on producing 
high-quality varietals on its own land through rigorously and comprehensively-implemented sustainability 
measures.  The enterprise continuously experiments with different growing and production methods to identify 
and optimize the most sustainable, quality producing practices. Current operations have yielded the following: 


• ~35,000 kgs. of green coffee per year since 2015 


• 10 bags of micro lots, 35 kgs. each 


• Scores of at least 86 points (based on SCAA cupping protocol) on all bean outputs 


• Utilization of ~200 coffee-growing families in a 10 km perimeter of the plantation 


• New, exotic cup profiles (Exhibit 1) as a result of experimentation with different processing methods 
 


 


 


 


 


 







 


  


  *P&T site visit photographs taken in November 2018 by Duke University Nicholas School students 


 


The farm also sources coffee cherries, the key input to production, from hundreds of local farmers. These 
small-scale producers lean on P&T as their primary purchaser and family revenue source. Community sourcing 
enables consistent production and provides enough diverse supply to experiment with and meet specialty 
customer demand. Saxbys has established a relationship with the owners of P&T and plans on using the farm’s 
beans as a part of its new pivot to sustainability-sourced coffee. Maintaining the relationship with P&T will be 
an important initiative in establishing legitimacy in the world of sustainable coffee, providing a source of 
consistent high-quality beans, and serving as an inspiration for connecting farms to cafés.   


 


Farmer Succession 


Despite efforts of the Colombian Coffee Federation (“FNC”) to subsidize prices, small coffee growers often 
struggle to make substantial profits from their growing efforts.  The next generation of coffee growers, 
therefore, is shrinking across the globe as younger generations seek better-paying, service-based jobs in nearby 
cities. Visits to several small farms in the region of P&T unveiled this phenomenon.  Husband and wife teams 
live on small plots of land in relative isolation cutoff from towns and cities by a challenging landscape and very 
poor roads and infrastructure.  Many of these small-scale producers related stories of their children leaving the 
family farming business for Bogota to seek an easier and more modern lifestyle.  P&T pays these farmers twice 
the maximum price paid by the FNC for beans and helps the families pick and distribute the beans. The P&T 
model provides a partnership and investment in the local communities which should prove a more effective 
catalyst for drawing back family farmers to the region compared to simply subsidizing prices. 


 


 


 







 


P&T Circular Economy Practices 


The vertically-integrated enterprise aims to disrupt normal industry practices and “shatter the status-quo” by 
prioritizing and implementing sustainability measures and green infrastructure throughout its operations – from 
origin to roasting. The company believes integrating sustainability into its growing/production processes not 
only produces a higher quality coffee, but also creates a more profitable business model. P&T hopes to use the 
success of its farm as a model for underperforming growers and processing specialists in the region, ultimately 
catalyzing local producer growth and reinvigorating a dying Colombian industry. The various sustainability 
measures implemented create a near-complete circular economy that observes substantial operational cost 
savings and produces premium level coffee outputs. Core P&T sustainability/social impact measures include:  


 


Table 1: Core P&T Sustainability Measures 


Sustainability 
Measure 


Program Description Benefits 


Solar Panels on 
Processing 
Infrastructure 
& Resort 
Buildings 


Estate & 


Varietals 


• P&T has installed solar panels on its wet mill station and sorting 
facility to supplement power needs during processing 


• Solar panels have also been installed on the roofs of other facilities 
across the plantation/resort; the main lobby and communal areas 
utilize this renewable option as a main source of power 


• Parchments from coffee cherry casings are collected and dried for 
use as fuel for the mechanical dryer 


• The solar panels, coupled with the 
parchments from the casings of the 
coffee cherries, provide more than 
40% of the plantation’s power needs 


• Electricity intermittency resulting 
from an antiquated grid is mitigated 


Onsite Water 
Treatment 
Plant 


Estate & 


Varietals 


• P&T has built a fully functional wastewater/water treatment plant 
onsite that provides sufficient, clean water for all operations 


• Plant delivers clean water for all sorting, fermenting, and drying 
needs, as well as the resort; water meets quality standards 


• Circulates excess, treated (clean) 
water used in production back to 
the surrounding communities  


• Saves the farm thousands $ / year 


Soil 
Improvement 
Project / 
Onsite 
Composting 


Estate & 


Varietals 


• Calibrated amounts of livestock waste, human waste, and 
food/production waste contribute to an onsite compost plot 


• P&T leads soil improvement/innovation projects on different 
parcels of land to identify the appropriate balance of inputs to 
create the most effective, organic coffee fertilizer 


• Fertilizer produced through P&T 
operations is provided to farmers 


• Better fertilized coffee trees onsite 
produce higher quality, more elegant 
strains of coffee beans 


• Compost contributes to energy need 


Biochar 
Utilization 
Onsite 


Estate & 


Varietals 


• Biochar is a charcoal (produced onsite using locally grown and 
harvested trees) used as a soil amendment 


• It’s a stable solid, proves rich in carbon, and can endure in soil for 
thousands of years; like most charcoal, biochar is made from 
biomass via pyrolysis on the property 


• Demonstrates excellent water 
retention capacity that helps 
maintain humidity levels for beans 


• Insulates the beans from 
fluctuations in the microclimate 


Plantation 
Forest & 
Biodiversity 
Integration 


Estate & 


Varietals 


• P&T incorporates as much natural flora and fauna into its property 
as possible, dedicating over 75% of the land to natural species 


• Reversion to a more natural state facilitates cherry pollination and 
produces better, more sustainable soil for production 


• Erosion is prevented, and the 
topographic integrity is maintained 


• Healthy insect and bird populations 
keep harmful fungus away 


Local Farmer 
Education & 
Strategic 
Advice / 
Donations 


Neighbors 


& Crops 


• P&T trains local farmers in the maintenance of their crops and the 


implementation of more sustainable practices 


• Company donates coffee trees raised sustainably in its nursery to 


local producers 


• Provides a team of agronomists that visit the farms and provide 


feedback on operations and technical support 


• Strengthens relationships with key 
suppliers to ensure business 
continuity 


• Ensures a higher quality coffee 
cherry reaches processing 


• Incentivizes continued operation of 
farming properties 


Local Farm 
Subsidization 
& Origin 
Traceability 


Neighbors 


& Crops 


• P&T pays 100% more than the country’s average price point for 
similar varietals offering different premiums for quality 


• P&T trains its own cherry-picking team and finances 100% of the 
training and subsidizes 35% of the cost for the grower 


• Provides coffee cherry transportation to and from mill 


• Leverages expertise of P&T in the 
development and execution of 
coffee cherry production 


• Encourages permanent participation 
in its farmer program 


• Goes beyond the traditional cupping 
score and profile parameters 


 


 


 


 







 


Premium Varietals and Marketing Suggestions   


An overwhelming majority of millennial consumers are willing to spend more for ‘sustainable products’ and 
studies suggest the price elasticity of demand for coffee is very lowi.  These factors combined present an 
opportunity to pass on higher prices for sustainably grown coffee, and maybe even increase profit margin for 
high-quality varietalsii. Establishing relationships with sustainable coffee farmers is a good start to building an 
authentically sustainable coffee brand.  However, Saxbys needs to market its efforts effectively to make them 
financially viable. Global coffee sourcing and distributing company, Volcafe, has created a two-year roadmap 
for establishing sustainable coffee supplies and realizing cost and branding benefits from them (Exhibit 2).  In 
addition to following this roadmap, Saxbys should have café spaces that connect consumers to farm.  Saxbys 
could decorate the interiors with local artwork and pictures of origin communities. The company could also 
host farmers to come and speak about their products with customers and employees, going well beyond 
describing the beans’ origins.  Furthermore, Saxbys Circular would be a suitable place to try out new initiatives 
like some of the operational measures already implemented by P&T.      


 


Recommendation 


Sustainable coffee practices are not a passing trend, but rather they have emerged as an integral part of many 
established coffee companies and play an important role in the future of coffee, both ecologically and 
economically.  Saxbys is a small operation and can integrate sustainability into its DNA in the next few years, 
first and foremost, by creating relationships with coffee farms like P&T.  These relationships are the foundation 
of a coffee sustainability program and should reverberate across the entire value chain, and, importantly, they 
need to be expressed (i.e. marketed) in the cafés. After all, the ability to get the customer to pay more for 
sustainable coffee is ultimately the best economic support for the entire industry.    


“Shatter the status-quo by implementing groundbreaking social, environmental, and technological innovations. Located in 
Colombia’s Cundinamarca department, we are changing the model that Colombia has used to grow, process, and market coffee - 
where productivity comes before quality. Our projects do not come at the expense of our surroundings, but instead by cooperating 
with our environment and our community. We invite you to Join the Movement.” 


~Felipe, Founder, La Palma y El Tucan 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


i (Curtin): Curtin, Melanie. https://www.inc.com/melanie-curtin/73-percent-of-millennials-are-willing-to-spend-more-money-on-this-1-type-of-product.html. 30 March 2018. 
ii (Dolan): Dolan, Marvin Perez and Lynn. https://www.aol.com/article/finance/2014/03/13/coffee-cravers-ignoring-bean-price-surge/20849174/. 13 March 2014. 


                                                           







                                                                                                                                                                                                            
 


Exhibit 1: “Coffee Taster’s Flavor Wheel” helps P&T better classify its product portfolio 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 



https://coffee-bike.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/flavor-wheel-en.png





                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Exhibit 2: Volcafe Roadmap for Managing Sustainable Coffee Sources 


 


 


Volcafe created this roadmap in 2014 after years of sourcing the best beans from farms employing sustainable 


practices.  The roadmap emphasizes the need for managing relationships directly with the origin farms and then 


trying to make a connection between those farms, a roasting company, and the final customer. 


 


 








Saxbys Circular Conceptual Framework
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I. Executive Statement


“Saxbys strives to make life better. We are a hospitality and
social impact company first and foremost, with our efforts
primarily rooted in education and opportunity. We’re also a
product company. We used to say ‘coffee company,’ but now
Saxbys has evolved to become much more than that. It’s the
hospitality and the ability to provide a welcoming space for the
community to gather and connect that defines us.” –
Nick Bayer, CEO


*Saxbys CEO, Nick Bayer and Coffee Director, David Amos with a local Colombian entrepreneur


Social impact has been a pillar of Saxbys since its conception. Saxbys


has committed to integrating sustainability into all layers of its


organization. The company aims to combine its relationship with


academic institutions to educate and learn from students the value of


environmental stewardship. The company targets a late 2019 roll-out of


its new sustainability-focused Saxbys Circular concept stores. As a


coffee company, Saxbys wants to generate a positive impact on the


earth, farming families, and all people across its value chain.







II. About Saxbys







About Saxbys…


Saxbys is a leader in specialty coffee


cafés throughout the mid-Atlantic,


with a strong presence on college and


university campuses.


Driven by deep-rooted core values and a


resolute commitment to cultivating


O.D.D. (outgoing, detail oriented, and


disciplined) talent, Saxbys inspires guests


in cafés across nine states, in its


Philadelphia-based headquarters and in


unique higher-ed partnerships through its


Experiential Learning Program (ELPs),


where students earn academic credit to


manage all aspects of a Saxbys café.*


12
ELP locations


25+
Trained student ‘CEOs’


200+ 
Café student team members


Facilities


Roaster /          Downtown HQ /


R&D Center     Training Café 


Core Values


• Community serving its community


• Embrace being O.D.D. 


• Loyalty + profitability = growth


• Live with pride, passion and purpose


• Serve yourself  by serving others


• Care personally and communicate openly


Awards & Press


• 2019 Inc. 5000 Fastest Growing


• 2018 Veterans of Influence Award


• 2016 Young Entrepreneur of  the Year


*Source: http://www.saxbyscoffee.com/



: http:/www.keuriggreenmountain.com/en/Sustainability





Saxbys Experiential Learning Program


Program Overview


The Saxbys Experiential Learning


Program (ELP) is an entrepreneurial


leadership opportunity in which students


receive firsthand practical experience of


leading a business on campus. The all-


student team is led by a Student Café


Executive Officer (which Saxbys refers to


as the “C.E.O.”) who earns full academic


credit and is responsible for the overall


impact of the student-designed - and


student-operated - café.


These student leaders are empowered to


make decisions related to talent, finances,


operations, marketing, community


engagement, and the overall performance


of the business.*


Value Proposition


❖ ELP provides a one-of-a-kind, highly desirable learning setting 


and creates jobs that offer students long-term career upside


❖ Saxbys provides an academic structure to experiential learning, 


and contributes to related coursework on campus 


❖ The company’s core business is attractive and necessary to the 


community, and activates underutilized real estate 


❖ ELP adds revenue to its academic partners through a revenue-


sharing model 


❖ Saxbys invests in building out, maintaining, and supplying café 


that reflects the spirit of  the community it serves 


*Source: http://www.saxbyscoffee.com/







ELP Leadership Pillars


TEAM DEVELOPMENT


Student leaders lead a team of over 20 of their


peers; each CEO is responsible for keeping the


team engaged with the Saxbys mission and


culture, and coaching individual team members


for personal + professional growth.


• Student leaders learn HR skills such as


recruiting, hiring, training, developing, and


coaching team members;


• Student CEOs conduct Team Lead meetings


and monthly One-on-One meetings with each


team member to work on individual goal-setting


and team-wide objectives;


• Students apply human development concepts to


keep the team engaged and growing


The student learning outcomes and leadership skills gained via the ELP program are designed to transcend all career paths that a


student may enter; and thus, students from the program emerge equipped to become high-impact leaders early in their careers. 


The foundation of  the ELP curriculum is influenced by Saxbys’ Three Pillars of  Leadership*: 


COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP


Servant leadership, and building a business that


serves as a community cornerstone, is an integral


learning objective of ELP. Within the ELP


model, student leaders learn this by:


• Instilling - and maintaining - a teamwide


Culture of Hospitality and servant leadership


• Creating locally-driven Marketing Playbooks


that are additive to the campus objectives for


Student and Academic Affairs


• Utilizing the café platform to advance


community efforts such as philanthropic


functions, student entrepreneurship, and


other campus-wide initiatives


FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT


Students participating in Saxbys ELP are educated 


to master the details that impact a business’ Profit 


& Loss statement. Via ELP curriculum, Student 


CEOs: 


• Learn and apply best practices to drive 


profitability 


• Work with the company’s VP of  Finance to 


set a budget and target goals for each 


financial period 


• Create sales forecasts to project - and meet -


business demand, as reflected in the 


management of  inventory and team schedule 


• Present a monthly P&L statement to the 


Saxbys executive team and elaborate on the 


context behind the data 


*Source: http://www.saxbyscoffee.com/







III. Competitive Snapshot







Coffee Industry Sustainability Trends


$350M
invested annually 


into sustainability in 


coffee sector


45%
of  millennials value 


sustainably produced 


coffee products 


6th
most important 


consumer packaged 


goods trend


28%
of  consumers do not 


know if  their coffee 


is grown sustainably


Sustainable


Investment


Millennial


Preferences


Millennial


Prioritization


Consumer


Ignorance


Across the sector, investment in 


sustainable business measures 


continues to increase. Shifting 


shareholder and consumer preferences 


will likely accelerate this trend. 


Although millennials indicate a 


strong preference for sustainably 


produced products through primary 


research efforts, it remains difficult 


to prove a willingness to actually pay 


a premium for these products. 


Millennial consumers, which 


constitute a growing segment of  


coffee consumers, prioritize 


sustainable production of  consumer 


goods. This will influence purchase 


decisions going forward. 


This gap in consumer knowledge 


demonstrates major coffee players fail 


to effectively message and market 


their sustainability measures. 


Saxbys, with the right strategy, could 


fill this market gap.







Coffee Market Forces & Sustainable Business


Corporate 
Commitment


Consumer Demand


Regulatory 
Environment


Coffee players increase 


resource investment in 


sustainability initiatives –


changing the complexion of 


retail and influencing macro 


trends across the globe


Policy implementation and 


legislation aimed toward 


creating a sustainable global 


economy will heavily impact 


coffee production, 


distribution, and sales


Consumer preference 


continues to shift toward 


sustainably produced goods 


and this has implications on 


brand loyalty and price 


points


Source Inspiration: Nielsen Company, 2018


S
a
le


s Im
p


a
c
t


Chocolate


Bath 


Products


Coffee


Overall Category 


Sales Growth


Sustainable Product 


Sales Growth


+5%


+1%


+16%


+14%


- 1% +1%


Clearly an opportunity exists within the coffee sector to capitalize on evolving


macro forces; Saxbys can still emerge as industry leader in this space







Core


Sustainability 


Strategy


❖ Starbucks has a comprehensive sustainability strategy divided into ‘Source’ and ‘Retail’ 


business segments


❖ SBUX aims to reduce wasteful consumption across all retail stores, with aspirations of  


converting all stores to LEED certified building standards and by substantially improving 


recycling methods and making all in-store operations more efficient


❖ Starbucks has emerged as an industry-leader in sustainability measures and markets success 


“We have always believed 
Starbucks can – and should –
have a positive impact on the 
communities we serve. One 


person, one cup, and one 
neighborhood at a time.”


99%
Ethically Sourced Coffee


$22.3M
Invested in Local Farmers


FY17 Metrics*


62%
Renewable Energy Power


1,400
Green Stores


24,302
Coffee Farmers Trained


46,737
Opportunity Youth Hired


FY18 Key Initiatives


Greener Cup
• 10% post-consumer recycled paper cups


• Reusable cup promotion effort


Farmer Support Centers
• Share research and resources with the entire 


coffee community in source countries


Greener Energy Retail
• 10% installing energy management systems to 


optimize heating and cooling in stores


Sustainable Coffee Challenge
• Joint initiative to make coffee the first sustainable 


agricultural product


*Source: https://www.starbucks.com/responsibility/environment







Core


Sustainability 


Strategy


❖ La Colombe focuses on ethical trade by sourcing and aiding partner farms with best 


practices across the entire supply-chain


❖ The company strives to elevate the well-being of  all those impacted by the coffee’s journey 


from seed to cup, with a particular emphasis on the people impacted


❖ Water continues to receive more priority from the corporate level, and the company 


emphasizes its commitment to water by raising awareness about water initiatives


“All this while the world’s 
demand for high-grade 


heirloom ecologically sound 
and directly sourced coffee is 
massive and growing bigger 


each year.”


12+
Hectare Demonstration Farm


1
Champion Partner: 


Clinton Foundation


FY17 Metrics*


FY18 Key Initiatives


Fairness
• No strike price is to be negotiated below that 


established by the Fair Trade Organization


Haiti Coffee Academy
• Supports coffee farmers in the southeast region 


of  Haiti through education, training, materials, 


and market access


Longevity
• Long-term commitments are to be established with 


all coffee sources where possible


Neighborhood
• Provides free coffee to farm neighborhoods and 


financially support community centers


*Source: https://www.lacolombe.com/pages/goodwill


30 
Locations w/ Sustainable Practices


10
Unique Flavors with Unique Sourcing Needs







Core


Sustainability 


Strategy


❖ Keurig has set ambitious 2020 targets that covers the sustainability spectrum but focuses on 


bringing waste and water consumption to net zero 


❖ The company has challenged itself  to improve the lives of  1 million people in coffee 


communities across the world


❖ R&D and innovation around packaging and manufacturing processes have earned the 


company global recognition; it will continue to invest sizable resources in these functions


“Coffee is unique in that it 
touches so many parts of  the 


globe. We have an opportunity 
to make a real difference —


but we have to act now.”


485,000+
Lives improved


100%
Renewable Energy Operations


FY17 Metrics*


FY18 Key Initiatives


Water
• Restore 100% of  water used by k-cups through 


funding restoration projects


Landfill
• Target zero waste to landfill from manufacturing 


and distribution facilities


Recyclable Pods
• Switch to polypropylene material in K-cups to 


increase recycling efficacy


Auto-Off
• Creating brewing machines which reduce energy 


consumption


*Source: http://www.keuriggreenmountain.com/en/Sustainability


85%
Traceable Coffee


27%
GHG Emissions Reduction


5x
More Material Diverted


31%
Responsibly Sourced







Core


Sustainability 


Strategy


❖ Counter Culture’s sustainability strategy splits the supply-chain into ‘Origin’ and ‘Internal’, 


and has adopted numerous programs in each area that predominantly focuses on 


sustainability measurement


❖ Despite being private, Counter Culture produces a robust ‘transparency report’ on an 


annual basis to disclose its sustainable business progress to stakeholders


❖ Counter Culture emphasizes the human partnerships it forms in its business strategy,


“We strive for measurable 
environmental, social, and fiscal 


sustainability in everything we do. 
We value continuous improvement, 


pushed through supply chain 
partnerships that are built on 


communication and transparency.”


48%
Ethically Sourced Coffee


50K
New Trees Funded


FY17 Metrics*


548,928Kwh
Wind Energy Purchased


$31K
Producer Partner Grants


1,976
Green Samples Analyzed


120
Ton Increase in Carbon Footprint


FY18 Key Initiatives


Sustainability Scorecard
• Developing holistic scorecard far more 


encompassing than current certification standards


Green Fund
• $500 matching program for employees engaged in 


sustainable projects


Seeds Program
• Grants for local producers to implement sustainability 


practices


Climate Change Adaption
• Research in best practices for farmers to adapt to 


climate change and reduce carbon footprint


*Source: https://counterculturecoffee.com/transparency-report







IV. Saxbys Value Chain







1


Cultivation and 


cherry/bean 


sourcing


2


Roastery Input


Transport 


3


Roastery 


Processing / 


Waste Disposal 


4


Product 


Packaging / 


Distribution


5


Café Operations


6


Post-Consumer


Saxbys Value Chain
Saxbys has 6 major stages in its ‘current state’ value


chain. Each stage presents opportunities for Saxbys to


adopt more sustainable business practices. A more


thorough analysis of each stage will need to occur to


identify specific measures worth pursuit at each stage.


Prioritization of these measures will depend on


potential impact and feasibility. As Saxbys scales and


its business operations become more complex, new


major stages may develop and warrant assessment.


Saxbys Current State Value Chain


Café 


Distribution







1


Cultivation and 


cherry/bean 


sourcing


2


Roastery Input


Transport 


3


Roastery 


Processing / 


Waste Disposal 


4


Product 


Packaging / 


Distribution


5


Café Operations


6


Post-Consumer


Saxbys Value Chain Opportunities


1 3


4 5


6


Café 


Distribution


Saxbys can identify and


partner with the best


sustainable coffee farms in the


world. Composting cherries


and using biochar reintroduce


carbon to the value-chain.


Saxbys is developing a


brownfield site into a new


roastery. The roastery can be


a centerpiece of circular


processes like biofuel and


community gardens.


Packaging so often becomes


both a cost center. Saxbys can


take advantage of new


technology to trace its


products in reusables.


Operations are logistically


challenging but provide an


opportunity to put its


circular process on display.


Saxbys can eliminate waste


and entice new customers


with sustainable rewards.


Post-consumer is one of the


most important steps in the


circular process. Saxbys


should be able to collect


coffee grounds and excess


food for composting.







V. Strategic Direction







Saxbys Strategic Direction


Saxbys is currently growing or


initiating several programs which the


company believes will become pillars


of its value proposition: college


partnerships (ELP program), superior


training in hospitality, creative design


and marketing, and expertise in


product creation. Saxbys now needs


to address sustainability.


The company should not view


sustainability as an additional pillar,


but rather as a layer in its foundation.


Saxbys cannot afford to create a


sustainability program aimed at


appeasing eco-conscience millennial


consumers; there is no value in


catching up to the competition.


The company must derive value from


changing how consumers interact with


its sustainability program, just like it


aspires to do with its other value


propositions.


Saxbys’ ELP is a unique concept and


the most defensible competitive


advantage of the company. The


company should leverage the ELP


program, its resources, real estate, and


customer reach, to kick off its


sustainability program. Saxbys should


develop a sustainability-focused ELP


café which employs a Café


Sustainability Officer (CSO) in


addition to a Café Executive Officer –


a Saxbys Circular.


A Saxbys Circular program will


enable all of the company’s strengths


to coalesce into one consumer


experience. Also, a Saxbys Circular


will serve as a laboratory in which the


CSO will be able to experiment with,


develop, and further company level


sustainability initiatives.


“Saxbys can simultaneously 
improve its ELP offering, its 


store experience, and its 
environmental impact.”







Saxbys Circular Concept


Management can use Saxbys


Circular as an additional value-add to


the ELP program. But it must act


quickly. Current ELP administrators


have already reached out to Saxbys


asking to use the ELP program as a


learning tool. Several universities,


including Texas A&M, Vanderbilt, and


UC Davis have recently “launched


coffee programs with curricula that


encompass coffee physiology,


chemistry, sustainability and culture.”


(WSJ)


Saxbys is still the industry leader in


experiential learning, but it must


improve and adapt. Furthermore, a


Saxbys Circular program will benefit


from scale.


Student CEOS and CSOs can


collaborate and learn from each other


and from their counterparts at


different universities. Saxbys Circular


will not be a “greenwashing” ploy.


The conceptual framework outlines


numerous projects Circular CSOs can


tackle to create real environmental


transformation. The world consumes


more than 2.25 billion cups of coffee


annually and demand continues to


increase.* Coffee bean production


often occurs in biodiversity hotspots


(e.g., Colombia, Brazil, Indonesia, etc.)


and increasing demand puts additional


pressure on these fragile ecosystems.


Small changes in operations can add


up to affect real change.


If Saxbys can successfully integrate


sustainable business practices into


each component of its value chain,


the company could not only facilitate


conservation in these at-risk zones,


but also improve its brand image and


observe operational efficiencies.


Saxbys, however, must capture value
from its sustainability program.


Mitigating environmental impacts in 


the coffee value-chain comes at a cost. 


The industry transition to a “greener 


cup” is not only under way but has 


become an expectation. Every key 


competitor has a fully developed 


sustainability program – although 


some focus more on resource 


protection than on store experience.



https://graphics.wsj.com/image-grid/off-duty-coffee/7961/raise-a-cup-to-the-coffee-nerds





Saxbys Circular Concept


Saxbys has a chance to leapfrog the


competition through an innovative


store concept. A Saxbys Circular


store (or set of) would create a


sustainability program that not only


faces the consumer but integrates the


consumer into the circular economic


process.


Saxbys Circular customers 
should feel as though they 
are traveling through the 


value-chain.


Certain aspects of creating this feeling


are simple while others are more


logistically complex.


The store designs and offerings


should arouse the physical sense, and


the store operations should instill a


sense of purpose.


It is unclear whether major 
coffee brands benefit from 


their sustainability 
programs, at least in the 
sense a company would 


from a distinct competitive 
advantage – through the 


willingness of  consumers to 
pay premium prices. 


Store Experience


Store design should evoke an ‘origin’ 


experience:


❖ Prominent, hi-definition displays 


of  small coffee farms;


❖ Native plants, beans, music, and 


origin food offerings.   


Store operations should be interactive:


❖ ‘Above and Beyond’ reusable 


container program (e.g. ‘Don’t 


Waste Durham’);


❖ Multiple and well-labeled bin 


options for trash, recycling, and 


compost







Saxbys Circular Deployment


University partnerships should allow


the ideation and implementation of


circular concepts to flourish. CSOs


can exercise some autonomy in


marketing and operations at the store


level, and Saxbys management should


encourage collaboration among all


school departments to identify,


prioritize, and solve problems, such as


engineering a more efficient coffee


machine.


Saxbys can use the concept as part of


a long-term strategy to continuously


improve its store experience and


company operations.


5-Year Targets


10
Saxbys Circular Locations


100%
Beans from sustainable farms


30%
Reduction in Water Volume Usage







VI. Project Ideation







Proposed Project: Origin Traceability & Sustainable Partners Program 


Environmental


Current Business Need(s)


❖ Saxbys sources its beans from a third-party 


that provides minimal transparency into its 


production process and bean supply chain;


❖ Saxbys can increase quality and consistency of  


its coffee derived products by partnering with 


responsible agricultural producers/coffee 


growers;


❖ Research suggests millennials and generation-z 


customers will pay a premium for coffee 


produced in a sustainable manner with full 


visibility into origin production and the 


social/community consequences 


Proposed Description: This project will create a framework for Saxbys to assess the sustainable farming practices (or


lack thereof) of its source partners. A traceability database will help Saxbys hold its partners accountable for their


management practices, identify top-performers, and maintain/cultivate relationships with those top-performers. Moreover,


data from the project will quantify origin sourcing and, ultimately, reveal its relationship with product pricing.


Operational Social


Biodiversity Harvest Financial


❖ Native vegetation integration 


into growing plots; 


❖ Reduction of  pesticide & 


herbicide usage


❖ Small farmer partnerships 


help local families;


❖ Shell byproducts from 


picking re-used for compost


GHG Water Infrastructure


❖ Guarantee above-market 


rates for small farms;


❖ Monetization of  ecosystem 


services & ecotourism


❖ Eliminate clear-cut farming 


methods;


❖ Return land away from cattle 


production;


❖ Install solar panels to 


supplement power needs


❖ Maintain riparian buffer 


zones around source(s);


❖ Onsite water treatment 


facilities;


❖ Apply drip irrigation if  


needed


❖ Investment ($) in local 


infrastructure;


❖ Facilitation of  local-farmer 


distribution efforts;


❖ Subsidized picking & 


transport
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http://www.keuriggreenmountain.com/en/Sustainability





Proposed Project: Origin Traceability & Sustainable Partners Program 


Project Recommendations


❖ Create comprehensive origin map of  existing 


and potential partners;


❖ Identify specific metrics to measure 


sustainability efforts at source farms;


❖ Collect data from local agricultural producers 


through site visits and interviews; monitor and 


verify findings through partner certifications 


and company-led measuring efforts;


❖ Aggregate data in traceability database that 


looks at all “identified project metrics”;


❖ Establish Saxbys supply portfolio targets of  


sustainable farms;


❖ Launch sustainability partner program and 


reward adoption with long-term contracts


Key Metrics: Implementation costs (financial); % of  premium products of  product sales (financial); # of  


sustainable partners (social); total converted (i.e. re-forested) acreage (environmental)


Priority Level: High


Project Financial & Governance Costs


Project Financial & Governance Benefits


❖ Although the immediate return on investment (ROI) will prove hard to quantify, origin traceability could 


allow Saxbys to consistently deliver a premium product with premium pricing.


➢ Promotional opportunities around sustainable products will improve brand perception and attract 


new customers/help retain current loyal customers;


➢ Opportunity to increase higher-margin products as a percentage of  product sales mix


❖ Implementation of  a robust Origin Traceability and Sustainable Partners Program will increase general and 


administrative costs, as implementation will have associated development and operation expenses. 


➢ New staff  requirements (e.g., local buying agent, data analytics specialist, etc.);


➢ Increased COGS for both premium and standard varietals sourced from the sustainable partners;


➢ Reward payments paid out to members of  the sustainable partners program;


➢ Database development costs and frequent software upgrades;


➢ Continuous monitoring of  “identified project metrics” 



http://www.keuriggreenmountain.com/en/Sustainability









Proposed Project: Roastery & Processing Continuous Improvement Project 


Environmental


Current Business Need(s)


❖ Complete transition from third-party sourcing 


to in-house roasting facility and bean 


processing;


❖ Refine roasting processing to consistently hit 


volume targets to meet increasing café 


demand;


❖ Develop new varietals and flavors to meet an 


ever-evolving customer taste spectrum;


❖ Achieve lean production processes that enable 


operational efficiencies, minimize waste, and 


maintain COGS at close to current levels


Proposed Description: This project will initiate the development of a comprehensive sustainable roasting


program which embodies circular economy processes, with a focus on lean production and waste elimination.


Project success will allow the company to scale its sustainable roasting to future processing facilities.


Operational Social


Brownfield


Remediation


Six-Sigma


Processes


Urban


Revitalization


❖ Current development “re-


greens” a degraded site; 


❖ Codify soil toxicity 


assessment and remediation 


for future roasting facilities


❖ Implement new production 


processes to eliminate 


inefficiencies;


❖ Formalize processes to 


ensure consistency


GHG Bio-fuel


Plant


Community 


Outreach


❖ Pilot urban gardens in 


adjacent property;


❖ Measure economic impact 


of  community gardens


❖ Implement monitoring 


device to gauge emissions;


❖ Create energy model to 


measure current production 


and consumption;


❖ Utilization of  fans in cooling 


process as opposed to AC


❖ Research feasibility of  


installing bio-fuel generator;


❖ Assess rules/regulations, 


costs, and power output;


❖ Implement ‘circular 


practices’, i.e. use grounds as 


fuel source


❖ Measure economics of  


roastery coffee shop, serving 


locals in particular;


❖ Develop local hiring and 


training plan(s)
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Proposed Project: Roastery & Processing Continuous Improvement Project 


Project Recommendations


❖ Identify opportunity areas in new facility for 


operational improvement and circular process 


potential, with a lean production priority;


❖ Define performance metrics (KPIs) and 


collect data to pinpoint process improvement 


areas;


❖ Assess various energy strategies to determine 


the most viable for the facility, including solar, 


biofuels, and even carbon offsets;


❖ Locate and map degraded, vacant property for 


community garden re-purposing;


❖ Develop and continuously refine community 


hiring and training program through targeted 


community outreach and feedback loop;


❖ Re-assess production processes at designated 


intervals (e.g. monthly or quarterly)


Key Metrics: Implementation capital costs (financial); energy consumption (financial and environmental); # of  ‘re-


vitalized’ vacant lots (social); locals as % of  facility workforce (social)


Priority Level: High


Project Financial & Governance Costs


Project Financial & Governance Benefits


❖ Complete ownership of  its production process will enable Saxbys to fully-integrate sustainability measures 


into its company ‘DNA’. Additionally, operational efficiencies and lean production lead to reduced costs.


➢ Potential tax benefits for substantial investment in city delineated opportunity zones;


➢ Operational cost savings that result from a lean production process and efficiency


❖ The integration of  efficient production processes that coincide with the development of  Saxbys’ new 


roastery will require intensive training and continuous monitoring. Energy installations and equipment 


modifications will have significant associated upfront capital costs.


➢ New staff  and training requirements (e.g., six-sigma consultant, energy efficiency engineer, etc.);


➢ Substantial capital costs for new/modified equipment and facilities;


➢ Creation of  a platform to monitor and derive insights from KPIs;


➢ Continuous monitoring/evaluation of  “identified project metrics” 











Proposed Project: Packaging & Distribution Efficiency Project 


Environmental


Current Business Need(s)


❖ Saxbys has initiated the development process 


for a new roastery in Philadelphia and will 


need to bring all of  its packaging and 


distribution in-house;


❖ Consumer preferences continue to trend 


toward more sustainably-produced goods and 


indicate a willingness to purchase products 


packaged and distributed in an 


environmentally-friendly manner;


❖ New logistical challenges present an 


opportunity for Saxbys to incorporate more 


sustainability initiatives into its operations as it 


begins to package and distribute its own 


products while also reducing lead-time at the 


roaster and its material costs 


Proposed Description: This project will help Saxbys establish control over its distribution system so the company can


continuously monitor, measure, and improve this segment of its supply chain. Ideally, this initiative will facilitate the transition


to more environmentally-friendly material use. Ultimately, project success could improve brand perception and help drive


millennial and generation-z consumer loyalty.


Operational Social


Plastic


Elimination


Urban


Distribution


Community


Outreach


❖ Transition to recycled or “re-


usable packaging” reduces 


need for plastic; 


❖ Bringing packaging in-house 


means more control


❖ Actively manage product on 


routes w/ RFID chips;


❖ Determine and optimize 


most efficient routes


GHG Re-usable


Packaging


Financial


❖ Hire delivery force of  


underprivileged locals;


❖ Reduce urban congestion 


with use of  bicycle fleet 


❖ Urban bike distribution fleet 


reduces carbon footprint;


❖ Small distribution range with 


local processing creates less 


GHG byproducts;


❖ Improve brand with modern 


design and eco-friendly 


packaging/recycling efforts


❖ Survey consumers to gauge 


brand perception;


❖ Save $ with re-useable material


❖ Reduce total unit cost by 


sourcing locally and 


minimizing total travel miles;


❖ Local distribution ensures 


freshness and higher-quality 


product hits market
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Proposed Project: Packaging & Distribution Efficiency Project 


Project Recommendations


❖ Establish benchmark of  current packaging 


/distribution material needs and time/energy 


for delivery;


❖ Map current distribution routes for efficiency 


evaluation and to determine opportunities for 


optimization;


❖ Determine relationship between packaging 


materials and shelf  life;


❖ Create customer surveys to better understand 


eco-association of  packaging


❖ Coordinate with local public officials to assess 


the feasibility of  utilizing a bike fleet;


❖ Explore partnership possibilities with “re-


usable packaging” companies


Key Metrics: Implementation costs (financial); % of  packaging of  COGS (financial); # of  distribution miles 


eliminated (environmental); total plastic weight reduced in packaging (environmental)


Priority Level: Medium (may prove cost-prohibitive) 


Project Financial & Governance Costs


Project Financial & Governance Benefits


❖ Long-term operational efficiencies and savings from the utilization of  re-usable packaging should make this 


venture financially viable. Further, sustainable packaging messaging and brand re-positioning opportunities 


could solidify customer loyalty and attract new business.


➢ Re-usable packaging could generate savings by eliminating one-time packaging expenses;


➢ Real reduction in carbon footprint mitigates risk of  market “green-washing” perceptions


❖ Transitioning away from traditional packaging and third-party distribution means will force Saxbys to 


substantially improve its logistics. Understanding new materials and technologies requires significant 


investment and new capabilities.


➢ New staff  requirements (e.g., material engineer, logistics specialist, etc.);


➢ Increased COGS with more expensive re-usable packaging;


➢ Potential disruptions to distribution and limited shelf-life could create inventory problems;


➢ Continuous monitoring of  “identified project metrics” 











Proposed Project: In-Store Experience Optimization


Environmental


Current Business Need(s)


❖ Saxbys has an aggressive growth strategy and 


will need a sustainable in-store operations 


model to scale;


❖ Primary research reveals opportunities for 


Saxbys to improve the overall customer 


experience and solidify its messaging/ 


commitment to ‘sustainable hospitality’;


❖ Saxbys needs to better utilize its store fronts 


to promote its triple-impact, and its social 


benefits in particular;


❖ Saxbys revolutionary ELP business model 


needs to continuously improve its value 


proposition to universities and other 


institutions 


Proposed Description: The Saxbys Circular concept will depend heavily on sustainability integration into


‘Experiential Learning Program’ store operations, first and foremost. Furthermore, the store will serve as a


platform for customers to engage with the company on its continuous sustainability imitative program.


Customer experience feedback will help gauge success, and determine scale viability.


Operational Social


Plastic


Elimination


Energy


Efficiency


Store


Design


❖ Use ‘trial’ cafés to test 


extreme initiatives (e.g. total 


plastic elimination); 


❖ Find re-usable container 


program to pilot (e.g. DWD)


❖ Measure current energy 


demands per café;


❖ Supplement energy needs 


with renewable alternatives 


(e.g. solar panel installations)


Water Sustainable


Customer Rewards


Community 


Outreach


❖ Retrofit stores with 


reclaimed wood and plants;


❖ Connect consumer with 


community through visuals


❖ Measure café water demands 


and identify reduction 


opportunities and offsets;


❖ Create water model to 


measure current 


consumption and evaluate 


efficiency measures


❖ Integrate sustainable rewards 


program into company app;


❖ Distribute and encourage re-


usable containers with 


financial incentives and in-


store promotions


❖ Continue to integrate 


students into leadership 


positions at retail level;


❖ Engage with in-store 


customers to determine 


effectiveness of  ‘greening’
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Proposed Project: In-Store Experience Optimization


Project Recommendations


❖ Identify café sustainability team and leader;


❖ Prepare team for experimental operations plan 


and create model to measure effects of  


implementation;


❖ Run plastic free trial period and evaluate 


results; provide operational and financial 


feedback to corporate;


❖ Ideate additional conservation measures and 


prioritize for trials;


❖ Perform customer surveys to inform design, 


work to incorporate ‘green’ concepts and 


reinforce sustainability messaging;


❖ Compare performance to traditional ELP 


cafes and prepare to scale initiatives


Key Metrics: Implementation capital costs (financial); customer traffic and dollars per ticket (financial); # of  re-


usable cups used per transaction (environmental); customer satisfaction scores (financial & social); # of  CSOs


Priority Level: Highest


Project Financial & Governance Costs


Project Financial & Governance Benefits


❖ Saxbys Circular could re-position the company as a sustainability industry leader and attract a new wave of  


clientele. The interactive nature of  the Saxbys Circular model will keep customers engaged and elicit 


feedback that can inform business decisions and help Saxbys evolve effectively.


➢ COGS should decrease with high adoption rates of  re-usable containers;


➢ ‘Green’ store design will attract new customers and justify higher price points for core products


❖ Saxbys Circular will be used as a laboratory for the company’s sustainability plan and, therefore, will incur a 


number of  additional cost during its initial deployment.


➢ Store designs and retrofits will require substantially higher costs than traditional build-outs until the 


model is solidified in scale;


➢ New staff  and training requirements (e.g., CEO sustainability training, store architect, etc.);


➢ Initial promotion of  reusable containers will require promotional expenses, and trial periods for 


plastic initiatives could result in lost customers and higher operational costs











Proposed Project: Post-Consumer Strategy


Environmental


Current Business Need(s)


❖ Saxbys currently has no commercial-level 


recycling or waste disposal program in place;


❖ As the company scales and develops its own 


roasting capabilities, it will need to handle 


increasing amounts of  waste and processing 


byproducts;


❖ To truly adopt a circular economy model, 


Saxbys needs to incorporate byproducts (both 


consumer and production) into its value chain;


❖ Macro-trends (e.g. increasing plastic 


accumulation worldwide) continue to put 


additional pressure on intensive plastic users, 


like coffee shops


Proposed Description: This project will aim to create the framework for Saxbys to more effectively capture its


commercial and retail waste and re-introduce its byproducts into its value chain. A comprehensive assessment


of current state operations will need to occur to identify post-consumer pain points and impact opportunities.


Success will prove incremental with an ultimate end-state goal of 100% organic waste reuse.


Operational Social


Bio-fuel Waste


Disposal


Urban


Revitalization


❖ Establish a method of  


coffee ground collection that 


enables conversion to fuel; 


❖ Measure carbon footprint of  


current fuel v. biofuels


❖ Install recycling disposal 


options in all cafés;


❖ Segregate composting from 


traditional recycling bins;


❖ Assess tonnage recycled


Organic


Composting


Waste


Collection


Community 


Outreach


❖ Donate portion of  organic 


waste to ‘urban gardens’ to 


facilitate growing;


❖ Explore use of  bio-fuels 


with local industry


❖ Identify byproducts at both 


production and consumer 


levels suitable for compost;


❖ Evaluate revenue potential 


of  selling organic fertilizer to 


local agricultural producers


❖ Partner with a company that 


specializes in both recycling 


and organic waste disposal;


❖ Implement RFID chips into 


‘re-usable containers’ to 


monitor dispersal & 


collection


❖ Incentivize staff  to volunteer 


for local clean-up efforts;


❖ Use the store visualizations 


and messaging to promote 


plastic mitigation
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Proposed Project: Post-Consumer Strategy


Project Recommendations


❖ Measure current state waste production at 


both the roasting facility and at retail locations 


for benchmarking purposes;


❖ Setup a pilot composting site or identify a 


sustainable third-party composter able to 


assume commercial quantities of  waste;


❖ Assess employee training manual and re-write 


waste/coffee grounds disposal sections to 


accommodate new collection and disposal 


processes and procedures;


❖ Hold discussions with bio-fuels SMEs to 


understand monetization potential and market 


appetite;


❖ Post-installation of  café ubiquitous recycling 


and composting options, determine 


appropriate utilization rate of  recycling 


options and adapt accordingly 


Key Metrics: customer traffic and dollars per ticket (financial); # of  re-usable cups used per transaction 


(environmental); customer satisfaction scores (financial & social); # of  CSOs


Priority Level: Medium (logistic complexity)


Project Financial & Governance Costs


Project Financial & Governance Benefits


❖ Although not likely to generate significant revenues, there is monetization potential with converting organic 


waste into biofuels and organic fertilizer, which otherwise would remain purely soft costs.


➢ Market for biofuels and organic fertilizers continues to increase and become more efficient;


➢ Sophistication around alternative uses of  coffee grounds continues to grow and opportunities 


increase with scale


❖ More intensive and specific waste disposal efforts will increase operational complexity and add procedural 


and training costs. Changing disposal practices could disrupt operations flow and affect consumer 


experience.


➢ More waste options in the cafés will require additional space and cannibalize consumer seating;


➢ New staff  and training requirements around waste disposal;


➢ Partnerships could be hard to source and expensive to maintain;


➢ More operational oversight will further increase expenses and potentially delay other functions







VII. Financial Impact







The Saxbys Circular Financial Model


attempts to assess the financial


viability of an on-campus Saxbys


Circular store. It analyses the four-


wall profit of a hypothetical store,


using actual data from a current ELP


location as its base case. It also


assumes that a Saxbys Circular,


through a stronger partnership with a


university (and presumably better real


estate and brand recognition) would


be able to increase total sales volume


by 15% and at a 5% price premium.


The model then applies various


revenue and cost increases/decreases


which a Saxbys Circular would incur


if it was to implement one, or all, of


the five recommended projects.


Most of the sensitivity metrics are


based on Saxbys estimates – roasting


premium coffee purchased from a


sustainably-operated farm could cost


20% more than buying directly from a


third-party roaster, for example.


Other important inputs include an


assumption of a $500K store build-


out and an IRR hurdle rate of 20%.


IRR Hurdle: 20%


Build-Out: $500K


The most important takeaways from


the sensitivity analysis are:


1. Saxbys must increase revenue as a result 


of  its sustainability projects; 


2. Saxbys must realize cost synergies 


between the projects in order to 


implement more than one; and


3. the store-level income statements (P&L) 


prove very sensitive to cost of  goods sold 


(COGS)


The most financially beneficial project 


a Saxbys Circular could implement is 


the In-Store Experience, followed by 


Origin, and Post-Consumer. each 


increase of  1 percent of  COGS, 


EBITDA decreases ~$3K.


Saxbys Circular | Financial Impact
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5 Year EBITDA Project Sensitivity


❖ EBITDA proves most sensitive to increases in COGS


❖ Origin and Roastery projects have up to a 20% impact on COGS


❖ Every 1% increase in COGS decreases EBITDA ~3K  


❖ Saxbys should implement the ‘In-Store Experience’ Project 


❖ Saxbys could observe a cumulative operating loss of  over $900K -


if  projects are pursued simultaneously


❖ Revenue impacts are difficult to quantify and could mitigate impact







VIII. Final Thoughts







Estimated Initial 


Implementation Costs:


~$2.5M 


Saxbys Circular | Final Thoughts


Saxbys should not try to reinvent the


wheel. Numerous detailed


sustainability reports exist from


associations like the SCA (Appendix)


from which Saxbys can learn


sustainability best practices. The


company, however, can use the Saxbys


Circular Framework to introduce a


novel type of sustainability program.


Saxbys can incorporate its primary


customers at universities – students –


into its sustainability program,


empowering team members and


consumers alike.


Many of the recommendations in this


report are aspirational. Like many


corporate sustainability programs,


Saxbys Circular aims for continuous


improvement. The ELP will serve as


an effective platform on which the


company can build Saxbys Circular


and thus focus its efforts on effective


implementation and marketing of its


student projects. Many of its


competitors fail to effectively promote


their sustainability efforts at the store-


level, something which Saxbys


Circular will do from its inception


(starting with the name). If Saxbys


can capitalize on this opportunity, they


can build a distinct competitive


advantage that will prove difficult


to imitate.


Coffee Sustainability


Sophisticated


16%


Developing


38%


No Priority


44%


*Estimates based on secondary research and discussions with SMEs





